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Introduces young readers to ten little bugs, including a ladybug, grasshopper, and butterfly. On board pages.
Grab your bucket and join the search for all the cool bugs outside! This fun rhyming story lists all the bugs you can
imagine—creep bugs, climb bugs, sticky-slime bugs! Discover the vast world of insects in this photo-filled book.
Get curious about creepy, crawly, and cool bugs Crawl inside the weird world of bugs and discover the fascinating lives
of arthropods, insects, and arachnids. This book for kids ages 5 to 7 explains what makes a bug a bug--from their jointed
legs to their strange eyes and awkward antennas. Learn how they see, breathe, and fly, and which bugs don't fly at all.
Meet amazing bugs--from magnificent moths to peculiar pill bugs--and discover where they live, what they eat, and how
they change and grow. Beautiful, colorful photos bring these incredible creatures up close with plenty of fun facts and
fascinating details about what makes each bug so special. Budding backyard bug-catchers will have their hands full with
this informative book. The Weird and Wonderful World of Bugs includes: Wild--From elusive earwigs to glorious
glowworms, explore the lives of popular backyard bugs and those that live in far-away places. Weird--Did you know that a
baby spider is called a spiderling? You'll discover even more fun facts about each cool bug. Wonderful--Explore how
bees make honey, why stink bugs smell, and the amazing insects that help pollinate our planet. Take a microscopic look
into the super cool and curious world of bugs with this fun guide.
From beautiful butterflies to kaleidoscopic Christmas beetles, First Nations author and illustrator Helen Milroy returns to
the backyard with a picture book designed to teach kids (and their handlers) all about the scurrying, scuttling, scooting,
buzzing, zooming splendour of insects.
Crawl into the wonderful world of bugs--a fun photographic adventure. Take your child on an educational adventure
bursting with the kinds of colorful photographs you need in bug books for kids. The Backyard Bug Book for Kids has
everything you'd want in bug books for kids: a story, pictures, and activities combined. Introduce your little one to the
types of bugs they're likely to see during their day, then help them remember what they've learned with fun, on-the-page
challenges. Go beyond other bug books for kids with: Bugs galore--Learn cool facts about familiar insects: ladybugs,
grasshoppers, dragonflies, and more. Amazing pictures--See creepy crawlies up close with big and colorful photos.
Exciting activities--Continue the learning with all kinds of bug-themed activities. Give your child a bug's-eye view of the
world with this must-have title for anyone interested in bug books for kids.
Learn from home and explore the world with these fun and easy board books! Young children love to eat apples and go
to orchards. Here's a Hello, World! board book that teaches toddlers all about how apples grow—from seed to sapling to
tree to applesauce. Hello, World! is a series designed to introduce first nonfiction concepts to babies and toddlers. Told in
clear and easy terms ("Apple seeds start to grow when they are planted in soil and given sunlight, water, and fresh air")
and featuring bright, cheerful illustrations, Hello, World! is a perfect way to bring science, nature, and culture into the busy
world of a toddler, where learning never stops. Look for all the books in the Hello, World! series: •Solar System •Weather
•Backyard Bugs •Birds •Dinosaurs •My Body •How Do Apples Grow? •Ocean Life •Moon Landing •Pets •Arctic
Animals •Construction Site •Rainforest Animals •Planet Earth •Reptiles •Cars and Trucks •Music •Baby Animals •On
the Farm
Hello, World! is a series designed to help parents introduce simple nonfiction concepts to their babies and toddlers. Now
even the youngest children can enjoy learning about the world around them! Told in simple terms and accompanied by
bright, cheerful illustrations, Hello, World! makes learning easy for young children and offers useful prompts to the adult
reader in order to help them engage with their child on each page. Every young child loves to look at bugs. Now they can
learn all about the insects in their backyards—with colors, sounds, sizes, and super-simple facts (“Chomp! A bright red
ladybug munches on a leaf. Point to each of its spots.”). It’s a perfect way to bring the outside world of natural science
into the busy world of a toddler, where learning never stops.
Learn from home and explore the world with these fun and easy board books! Babies and toddlers get to visit a farm in
this lively and informative addition to the hit Hello, World! board book series. Children can learn all about plants that grow,
animals that help, and farmers who work hard, with easy-to-understand facts and bright pictures of rural life. Hello, World!
board books introduce first nonfiction concepts to babies and toddlers. Told in clear and easy words with simple facts
("This red tractor is used for plowing, planting, and harvesting crops") and featuring bright, cheerful illustrations, Hello,
World! makes learning fun for young children. It's a perfect way to bring science and nature into the busy world of a
toddler, where learning never stops. Look for all the books in the Hello, World! series: • Solar System • Weather •
Backyard Bugs • Birds • Dinosaurs • My Body • How Do Apples Grow? • Ocean Life • Moon Landing • Pets • Arctic
Animals • Construction Site • Rainforest Animals • Planet Earth • Reptiles • Cars and Trucks • Music • On the Farm •
Baby Animals
Presents the planets in the solar system and describes what makes them special.
Describes how the U.S. sent astronauts to the moon.
Kids love bugs, and this book takes readers outside both day and night to see and hear all the sights and sounds. The
illustrations are fun and use the sounds of the insects to direct the readers eye to all the cool sounds bugs make.
Accurate scientific information accompanies all of the fun of heading out to the backyard on a summer night to
experience the bugs! In this colorful picture book, Himmelman introduces the sounds of "noisy bugs" and invites children
to sing along with them. Each double-page spread focuses on one insect, with a line of text, such as "A Dog-Day Cicada
buzzes LOUDLY high in a tree. / ZZZZZZZZ," and a meticulously drawn, large-scale image of the animal, with color,
texture, and shading apparently added digitally. The big, bold images make the illustrations inviting to children, while the
accurate depictions of individual insects reward closer study. Among those featured are the tiger moth (SQUEAKAPage 1/4
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SQUEAKA-SQUEAK), the mosquito (mmmmmm), and the bush katydid (tick-tick-tick zeezeezeezee). In contrast, the
butterfly flies by in silence. An appended section provides the sound waves (on paper and, through a link, in audio files)
recorded for each example; a paragraph of information about each bug and its sound; and good children's activities for
related of insect sounds. A perfect book for: parents and teachers needing homeschool materials for kindergarten (or any
grade!) anyone looking for singalong books for kids and toddlers! anyone looking for children's books to help instill an
appreciation of our planet!
Mrs. Peanuckle’s Vegetable Alphabet introduces babies and toddlers to a colorful variety of vegetables, from asparagus
to zucchini. Perfect to read aloud, this vegetable buffet will delight children and parents alike with its yummy vegetable
facts and vibrant illustrations. Learning the ABCs has never been so delicious! Mrs. Peanuckle’s Vegetable Alphabet is
the first in a series of board books celebrating the joy of nature at home and in the backyard, from fresh fruits and
vegetables to birds, bugs, flowers, and trees.
"The Cat in the Hat and Thing One and Thing Two look at common backyard insects in this rhyming nonfiction board
book. Featuring over ten different kinds of insects (among them ants, bees, butterflies, fireflies, ladybugs, and
grasshoppers) and reviewed for scientific accuracy by a noted expert."--Publisher's description.
Pretty ladybugs, fluttering butterflies, creepy daddy longlegs, and roly-poly bugs are some of the familiar creatures
featured in this whimsically illustrated insect album. Complete with an "actual size" chart and bug-o-meter listing fun facts
about each bug, Bugs! Bugs! Bugs! will inform and entertain curious little bug lovers everywhere.
Hello, World! is a series designed to help parents introduce simple nonfiction concepts to their babies and toddlers. Now
even the youngest children can enjoy learning about the world around them. Told in simple terms and accompanied by
bright, cheerful illustrations, Hello, World! makes learning easy for young children and offers useful prompts to the adult
reader in order to help them engage with their child on each page. Every young child loves to look up at birds in the sky.
Now they can learn all about a variety of birds—with colors, shapes, sizes, and super-simple facts (“Peck, peck, peck!
This noisy woodpecker is looking for food inside a tree trunk.”). It’s a perfect way to bring the outside world of natural
science into the busy world of a toddler, where learning never stops.
Explores the types of bugs that can be found in everyday life, including ladybugs, spiders, grasshoppers, and crickets,
and presents facts on each.--]cSource other thant the Library of Congress.
Learn from home and explore the world with these fun and easy board books! Fans of cars and trucks will love this vehicle-filled
book in the hit Hello, World! board book series. Toddlers can learn all about all kinds of exciting machines, with easy-tounderstand facts and bright pictures of fast, fascinating things that go! Hello, World! board books introduce first nonfiction concepts
to babies and toddlers. Told in clear and easy terms with read-aloud sound words ("Zap! This electric car gets plugged in to charge
the engine") and featuring bright, cheerful illustrations, Hello, World! makes learning fun for young children. And each page offers
helpful prompts for engaging with your child. It's a perfect way to bring science into the busy world of a toddler, where learning
never stops. Look for all the books in the Hello, World! series: •Solar System •Weather •Backyard Bugs •Birds •Dinosaurs •My
Body •How Do Apples Grow? •Ocean Life •Moon Landing •Pets •Arctic Animals •Construction Site •Rainforest Animals •Planet
Earth •Reptiles •Cars and Trucks •Music •Baby Animals •On the Farm
A bold and graphic farm-to-table story, told entirely in words beginning with the letter "s"! From sowing seeds in spring to savoring
succotash, follow the creation of a family meal from the farm to the picnic table on a warm summer evening. Told entirely in words
beginning with the letter "s," this book will give children an appreciation for the process by which their food travels to the dinner
table. Mike Austin cleverly incorporates Rubin Pfeffer's words into his art and creates a visual feast in which kids will love to
indulge! Layers of humor and storytelling make this worth many revisits.
This Super Cool "I Spy Backyard Bugs Book for Kids Ages 2-5" will keep kids entertained for hours. Lots of Fun Colorful Images of
over 100 different creepy crawlies. This cute kid book teaches the ABC with little creepy crawlies. Pages are arranged in
Alphabetical order to help your kid recognize letters and relate them to a bug they know. Content includes: 20 Puzzles from A to Z
Over 100 backyard bugs Letters arranged alphabetically Full Color Interior Glossy Cover Would make a Great gift idea for
toddlers, pre ks, and preschoolers. Scroll to the top and click "Buy Now" to get this fun I Spy Book Today!!!
A boy and girl find and count 100 different bugs in their backyard in increments of ten.
A sophisticated My First Bugs with beautiful brightly coloured pastel artwork.
Get the buzz on bugs in this Classic Board Book edition of Some Bugs by bestselling author Angela DiTerlizzi! Grab your
magnifying glass! Find your field guide! And come hop, hide, swim, and glide through this buggy backyard world! Featuring
butterflies and moths, crickets and cicadas, bumblebees and beetles, this zippy rhyming exploration of backyard-bug behavior is
sure to have young insect enthusiasts bugging out with excitement!
Learn from home and explore the world with these fun and easy board books! The latest in the hit Hello, World! board book series
teaches toddlers all about gardens—with easy-to-understand facts about how plants grow and how gardening puts food on our
tables. Hello, World! is a series designed to introduce first nonfiction concepts to babies and toddlers. Told in clear and easy terms
("Roots spread into the soil below, and then a shoot pushes up out of the earth") and featuring bright, cheerful illustrations, Hello,
World! makes learning fun for young children. And each sturdy page offers helpful prompts for engaging with your child. It's a
perfect way to bring science and nature into the busy world of a toddler, where learning never stops. Look for all the books in the
Hello, World! series: •Solar System •Weather •Backyard Bugs •Birds •Dinosaurs •My Body •How Do Apples Grow? •Ocean Life
•Moon Landing •Pets •Arctic Animals •Construction Site •Rainforest Animals •Planet Earth •Reptiles •Cars and Trucks •Music
•Baby Animals •On the Farm •Planes and Other Flying Maches •Garden Time
The latest in the hit Hello, World! board book series teaches toddlers all about the amazing world of a rainforest--with easy-tounderstand facts about the incredible animals who make their home there. Hello, World! is a series designed to introduce first
nonfiction concepts to babies and toddlers. Told in clear and easy terms ("Croak! What's that sound? It's the red-eyed tree frog.")
and featuring bright, cheerful illustrations, Hello, World! makes learning fun for young children. And each page offers helpful
prompts for engaging with your child. It's a perfect way to bring science and nature into the busy world of a toddler, where learning
never stops. Look for all the books in the Hello, World! series: Solar System, Weather, Backyard Bugs, Birds, Dinosaurs, My Body,
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How Do Apples Grow?, Ocean Life, Moon Landing, Pets, Arctic Animals, and Construction Site.

Learn from home and explore the world with these fun and easy board books! Toddlers can learn all about different pet
types and how to be a great animal companion with the popular Hello, World! board book series, with easy-to-understand
facts about cats, dogs, rabbits, and even less fuzzy pets, such as fish, frogs, and lizards. Hello, World! is a series
designed to introduce first nonfiction concepts to babies and toddlers. Told in clear and easy terms ("Fish have lived on
Earth since before the dinosaurs!") and featuring bright, cheerful illustrations, Hello, World! makes learning fun for young
children. And each page offers helpful prompts for engaging with your child. It's a perfect way to bring science and nature
into the busy world of a toddler, where learning never stops. Look for all the books in the Hello, World! series: •Solar
System •Weather •Backyard Bugs •Birds •Dinosaurs •My Body •How Do Apples Grow? •Ocean Life •Moon Landing
•Pets •Arctic Animals •Construction Site •Rainforest Animals •Planet Earth •Reptiles •Cars and Trucks •Music •Baby
Animals •On the Farm
Learn from home and explore the world with these fun and easy board books! Babies and toddlers will love spotting all
the baby animals in this adorable and informative addition to the hit Hello, World! board book series. Children can learn
all about fascinating wildlife families, with easy-to-understand facts and bright pictures of nature's babies. Hello, World!
board books introduce first nonfiction concepts to babies and toddlers. Told in clear and easy words with simple facts ("A
father emperor penguin balances an egg between its feet, keeping it safe and warm until it hatches") and featuring bright,
cheerful illustrations, Hello, World! makes learning fun for young children. It's a perfect way to bring science into the busy
world of a toddler, where learning never stops. Look for all the books in the Hello, World! series: • Solar System •
Weather • Backyard Bugs • Birds • Dinosaurs • My Body • How Do Apples Grow? • Ocean Life • Moon Landing • Pets
• Arctic Animals • Construction Site • Rainforest Animals • Planet Earth • Reptiles • Cars and Trucks • Music • On the
Farm • Baby Animals
Learn from home and explore the world with these fun and easy board books! All young children love dinosaurs. Here’s
a Hello, World! board book that teaches toddlers all about Triceratops, Stegosaurus, T-rex, and many more—with colors,
shapes, sizes, and super-simple facts. Hello, World! is a series designed to introduce first nonfiction concepts to babies
and toddlers. Told in clear and easy terms (“T. rex’s arms were very small, even though its body was large”) and
featuring bright, cheerful illustrations, Hello, World! makes learning fun for young children. And each sturdy page offers
helpful prompts for engaging with your child. It’s a perfect way to bring science and nature into the busy world of a
toddler, where learning never stops. Look for all the books in the Hello, World! series: •Solar System •Weather
•Backyard Bugs •Birds •Dinosaurs •My Body •How Do Apples Grow? •Ocean Life •Moon Landing •Pets •Arctic
Animals •Construction Site •Rainforest Animals •Planet Earth •Reptiles •Cars and Trucks •Music •Baby Animals •On
the Farm
Weather takes children through the seasonal changes in a backyard, allowing them to see how the yard changes
throughout the year: on a summer day the flowers are bright and a puppy plays on the green lawn; on a snowy day we
see the same yard blanketed with snow; on a windy day the clothesline flaps in the breeze. Children can also have fun
pointing to pictures of the different clothing we wear in each type of weather: mittens, hats, rain boots, and more. It's a
perfect way to bring natural science into the busy world of a toddler, where learning never stops.
The latest in the hit Hello, World! board book series teaches toddlers all about the amazing world of a rainforest—with
easy-to-understand facts about the incredible animals who make their home there. Hello, World! is a series designed to
introduce first nonfiction concepts to babies and toddlers. Told in clear and easy terms ("Croak! What's that sound? It's
the red-eyed tree frog.") and featuring bright, cheerful illustrations, Hello, World! makes learning fun for young children.
And each page offers helpful prompts for engaging with your child. It's a perfect way to bring science and nature into the
busy world of a toddler, where learning never stops. Look for all the books in the Hello, World! series: Solar System,
Weather, Backyard Bugs, Birds, Dinosaurs, My Body, How Do Apples Grow?, Ocean Life, Moon Landing, Pets, Arctic
Animals, and Construction Site.
Hello, World! is a series designed to introduce first nonfiction concepts to babies and toddlers. Told in clear and easy
terms ("Siberian huskies curl into a tight ball to sleep") and featuring bright, cheerful illustrations, Hello, World! makes
learning fun for young children. And each page offers helpful prompts for engaging with your child. It's a perfect way to
bring science and nature into the busy world of a toddler, where learning never stops. Look for all the books in the Hello,
World! series- Solar System, Weather, Backyard Bugs, Birds, Dinosaurs, My Body, How Do Apples Grow?, Ocean Life,
Moon Landing, and Pets.
Learn from home and explore the world with these fun and easy board books! Young children are fascinated by their
eyes, ears, nose, fingers, and toes. Here’s a Hello, World! board book that teaches toddlers all about the human body,
with shapes, sizes, colors, and super-simple facts. Hello, World! is a series designed to introduce first nonfiction concepts
to babies and toddlers. Told in clear and easy terms and featuring bright, cheerful illustrations, Hello, World! makes
learning fun for young children. And each sturdy page offers helpful prompts for engaging with your child. ("How many
fingers can you count on each hand?") It's a perfect way to bring science and nature into the busy world of a toddler,
where learning never stops. Look for all the books in the Hello, World! series: •Solar System •Weather •Backyard Bugs
•Birds •Dinosaurs •My Body •How Do Apples Grow? •Ocean Life •Moon Landing •Pets •Arctic Animals •Construction
Site •Rainforest Animals •Planet Earth •Reptiles •Cars and Trucks •Music •Baby Animals •On the Farm
An interactive experience for readers to move the bugs around their book while learning important characteristics about
these creatures. Learning becomes fun as children form a deep appreciation for the world around us! Do you know any 3
or 4 year olds who love bugs? Young or old, you will love this book! Beetles fly, frogs hop, and slugs slide over the pages
of this cute bug book, made to be read by a child while lying on the grass. Children interact with the book, with a tip, tap,
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and turn of the book, moving the critters along. The critters even interact with each other in surprising ways. John
Himmelman brings together his expertise as both a naturalist and an artist to encourage children to explore nature in their
own backyard. Backmatter Includes: Explore More for Kids: photos and information about what it means to think like a
scientist and more about the bugs in the book. Explore More for Teachers & Parents: STEM activities, read aloud
suggestions, and a quick summary of Science and Engineering Practices. Perfect for anyone looking for books: for
homeschool materials. for outdoor learning activities. to provide an interactive experience. that make learning fun!
All young children love to play in the waves at the beach. Now here's a Hello, World! board book that teaches them all about oceans and the
creatures and plants that live there. Hello, World! is a series designed to introduce first nonfiction concepts to babies and toddlers. Told in
clear and easy terms ("An octopus has eight arms. Can you count them all?") and featuring bright, cheerful illustrations, Hello, World! is a
perfect way to bring science, nature, and culture into the busy world of a toddler, where learning never stops. Look for all the books in the
Hello, World! series: Solar System, Weather, Backyard Bugs, Birds, Dinosaurs, My Body, and How Do Apples Grow?
Learn all about musical instruments and the sounds they make--with colors, shapes, sizes, and super-simple facts.
The latest in the hit Hello, World! board book series teaches toddlers all about planes and other machines that fly - with easy-to-understand
facts about the many different ways humans can soar like birds. Hello, World! is a series designed to introduce first nonfiction concepts to
babies and toddlers. Told in clear and easy terms ("The first people to fly a plane were the Wright brothers. They built their plane out of
wood") and featuring bright, cheerful illustrations, Hello, World! makes learning fun for young children. And each page offers helpful prompts
for engaging with your child. It's a perfect way to bring science and nature into the busy world of a toddler, where learning never stops. Look
for all the books in the Hello, World! series: Solar System, Weather, Backyard Bugs, Birds, Dinosaurs, My Body, How Do Apples Grow?,
Ocean Life, Moon Landing, Pets, Arctic Animals, Construction Site, Rainforest Animals, Reptiles, Cars and Trucks, Music, Garden Time.
Learn from home and explore the world with these fun and easy board books! Fans of Goodnight, Goodnight, Construction Site will love this
vehicle-filled adventure in the hit Hello, World! board book series. Toddlers can learn all about the busy world of a construction site, with easyto-understand facts about all the huge, noisy machines that captivate little ones' imaginations. Hello, World! is a series designed to introduce
first nonfiction concepts to babies and toddlers. Told in clear and easy terms ("Clank! A crane is used to lift heavy things and move them to
the right spot.") and featuring bright, cheerful illustrations, Hello, World! makes learning fun for young children. And each page offers helpful
prompts for engaging with your child. It's a perfect way to bring science and nature into the busy world of a toddler, where learning never
stops. Look for all the books in the Hello, World! series: •Solar System •Weather •Backyard Bugs •Birds •Dinosaurs •My Body •How Do
Apples Grow? •Ocean Life •Moon Landing •Pets •Arctic Animals •Construction Site •Rainforest Animals •Planet Earth •Reptiles •Cars and
Trucks •Music •Baby Animals •On the Farm
"A board book for babies and toddlers about planet Earth"-"The latest in the ... Hello, World! board book series teaches toddlers all about reptiles--with easy-to-understand facts about snakes, lizards,
turtles, tortoises, crocodiles and alligators."--Publisher's description.
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